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Computer Viewing

• There are three aspects of the viewing 
process, all of which are implemented in the 
pipeline,

– Positioning the camera

• Setting the model-view matrix

– Selecting a lens

• Setting the projection matrix

– Clipping

• Setting the view volume



The World and Camera Frames

• When we work with representations, we work with ntuples
or arrays of scalars

• Changes in frame are then defined by 4 x 4 matrices

• In OpenGL, the base frame that we start with is the world 
frame

• Eventually we represent entities in the camera frame by 
changing the world representation using the model-view 
matrix

• Initially these frames are the same (M=I)



Vertex Transformation

• Object-space vertex position transformed by a 
general linear projective transformation

– Expressed as a 4x4 matrix



The OpenGL Camera

• In OpenGL, initially the object and camera 
frames are the same
– Default model-view matrix is an identity

• The camera is located at origin and points in 
the negative z direction

• OpenGL also specifies a default view volume 
that is a cube with sides of length 2 centered 
at the origin
– Default projection matrix is an identity



Moving the Camera

• If objects are on both sides of z=0, we must move 
camera frame



Moving the Camera Frame

• If we want to visualize object with both positive 
and negative z values we can either
– Move the camera in the positive z direction

• Translate the camera frame

– Move the objects in the negative z direction
• Translate the world frame

• Both of these views are equivalent and are 
determined by the model-view matrix
– Want a translation (glTranslatef(0.0,0.0,-d);)
– d > 0



Translate Transform

• Prototype

– glTranslatef(GLfloat x, GLfloat y, GLfloat z)

• Post-concatenates this matrix



glTranslatef Matrix

• Modelview specification
– glLoadIdentity();
– glTranslatef(0,0,-14)
– x translate=0, y translate=0, z translate=-14
– Point at (0,0,0) would move to (0,0,-14)
– Down the negative Z axis

• Matrix



General Camera Motion

• We can position the camera anywhere by a 
sequence of rotations and translations

• Example: side view

– Move camera to the origin

– Rotate the camera

– Model-view matrix C = RT



OpenGL code

• Remember that last transformation specified 
is first to be applied



A Better Viewing Matrix

• “Look at” Transform
• Concept

– Given the following
• a 3D world-space “eye” position
• a 3D world-space center of view position (looking “at”), and
• an 3D world-space “up” vector

– Then an affine (non-projective) 4x4 matrix can be constructed

• A ready implementation
– The OpenGL Utility library (GLU) provides it

gluLookAt(GLdouble eyex, GLdouble eyey, GLdouble eyez,
GLdouble atx, GLdouble atz, GLdouble atz,
GLdouble upx, GLdouble upy, GLdouble upz);



gluLookAt

gluLookAt(eyex, eyey, eyez, atx, aty, atz, upx, upy, upz)



“Look At” in Practice

• Consider our prior view situation
– Instead of an arbitrary view…
– …we just translated by 14 in negative Z 

direction
• glTranslatef(0,0,14)

• What this means in “Look At” parameters
– (eyex,eyey,eyez) = (0,0,14)
– (atx,aty,atz) = (0,0,0)
– (upx,upy,upz) = (0,1,0)



The “Look At” Algorithm

• Vector math
– Z = eye – at
– Z = normalize(Z) /* normalize means Z / length(Z) */
– Y = up
– X = Y × Z /* × means vector cross product! */
– Y = Z × X /* orthgonalize */
– X = normalize(X)
– Y = normalize(Y)

• Then build the following affine 4x4 matrix

Check rounding off issues



“Look At” Examples



“Look At” Major Eye Changes



“Look At” Changes to AT and UP



The LookAt Function

• The GLU library contains the function gluLookAt to 
form the required modelview matrix through a simple 
interface

• Note the need for setting an up direction

• Still need to initialize

• Can concatenate with modeling transformations

• Example: isometric view of cube aligned with axes



Other Viewing APIs

• The LookAt function is only one possible API 
for positioning the camera

• Others include
– View reference point, view plane normal, view up 

(PHIGS, GKS-3D)

– Yaw, pitch, roll

– Elevation, azimuth, twist

– Direction angles



Two Transforms in Sequence

• OpenGL thinks of the projective transform as 
really two 4x4 matrix transforms



Modelview-Projection Transform

• Matrixes can associate (combine)

– Combination of the modelview and projection 
matrix = modelview-projection matrix

• or often simply the “MVP” matrix



Specifying the Transforms
• Specified in two parts
• First the projection

– glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
– glLoadIdentity();
– glFrustum(-4, +4, // left & right

-3, +3, // top & bottom
5, 80); // near & far

• Second the model-view
– glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
– glLoadIdentity();
– glTranslatef(0, 0, -14);

• So objects centered at (0,0,0) would be 
at (0,0,-14) in eye-space



• Transform composition via matrix multiplication

Modelview-Projection Matrix

Resulting modelview-projection matrix



Now Draw Some Objects

• Draw a wireframe cube
– glColor3f(1,0,0); // red

– glutWireCube(6);
• 6x6x6 unit cube centered at origin (0,0,0)

• Draw a teapot in the cube
– glColor3f(0,0,1); // blue

– glutSolidTeapot(2.0);
• centered at the origin (0,0,0)

• handle and spout point down the X axis

• top and bottom in the Y axis

• As we’d expect given a frustum 
transform, the cube is in perspective
– The teapot is too but more obvious to 

observe with a wireframe cube



What We’ve Accomplished

• Simple perspective
– With glFrustum
– Establishes how eye-space maps to clip-space

• Simple viewing
– With glTranslatef
– Establishes how world-space maps to eye-

space
– All we really did was “wheel” the camera 14 

units up the Z axis
– No actual “modeling transforms”, just viewing

• Modeling would be rotating, scaling, or otherwise 
transform the objects with the view

• Arguably the modelview matrix is really just a 
“view” matrix in this example



Some Simple Modeling

• Try some modeling transforms to move teapot

– But leave the cube alone for reference



Add Some Lighting

• Some lighting makes the modeling more intuitive



Modelview-Projection Matrix

• Let’s consider the “combined” 
modelview matrix with the rotation
– glRotate(30, 1,1,1) defines a rotation 

matrix
• Rotating 30 degrees…

• …around an axis in the (1,1,1) direction



Combining All Three

Question: How to clip?



Modeling



Representing Objects

• Interested in object’s boundary
• Various approaches

– Procedural representations
• Often fractal

– Explicit polygon (triangle) meshes
• By far, the most popular method

– Curved surface patches
• Often displacement mapped

– Implicit representation
• Blobby, volumetric



Questions?


